
Tractor Pull Class Rules 

200LB Grace Period on all classes 

Farm Stock *FARM STOCK IS FARM STOCK* NO CUT TIRES 

4,500-7,500 

 Floor plate required

 Fenders required if factory equipped

 Throttle must be at throttle stop at maximum RPM

 Tire size 18.4-38 Maximum

9,500 

 Same as above except,

 Tire size 20.8-38, 18.4-42 Maximum

10,500-18,500 

 RPM Limit -3000

 Floor plate required

 Fenders Required if factory equipped

 Throttle must be against stop at max RPM

 Working 3pt and PTO if factory equipped

 Must retain all factory cast parts, no sheet metal replacements

 Factory add on turbo allowed (M&W, TO4)

The 16,500 class will be a Farmers Grudge Match..... (BRAGGIN RIGHTS)  SUPER TROPHY  if you 

win you must bring it back the following year and try for it again  

Farm Stock Classic 

9,000 

 Stock RPM's

 Stock engine block, carb, drivetrain for that make & model

 Floor Plate required

 Duals allowed

 Throttle must be against stop at max RPM

***KING OF THE KLAY*** 

10,500   EVERYTHING ALLOWED  just for a trophy.  Tractors, Trucks, Bus, Moped, Jet Ski whatever 

you can get to #10,500 

Farm Improved 

**Factory add on turbo or TO4 such as 4020 or 966 is allowed in 10,000 class only as long as they retain 

factory add on components-intake, exhaust etc. No modifications allowed.  

 Factory appearing or stock replacement block, injection pump, front end, and drivetrain

 Single Barrel updraft carb only

 All tractors must have fenders and floor plates

 All factory turbos must hook up to the exhaust and intake with no modifications

 No block spacers

 Governor required
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Hot Farm 

 Up to 466ci - a 3x4 turbo allowed

 466ci and up 3x3 turbo allowed

 Fuel restricted to an A pump unless factory OEM was a P pump

 No RPM limit

 Roll bar or Roll cage required

 Block, driveline/transmission, rear axle, and sheet metal must match model of manufacture

 No custom frames or front axles

 Wheelie bars required

 Working kill switch above drawbar required

 Side Shields required if running a belt driven fan (electric fan preferred)

 No intercoolers allowed

 Water injection is allowed

Open Mod 

 Exhaust pipe must be cross bolted

 Roll over protection required

 Helmet and fire suit mandatory

 Must have safety blanket or scatter shield around clutch/flywheel

 Front dampener covered

 Must have breakaway switch and secondary emergency kill switch within reach of driver

 Wide front must track within rear wheels

Light Limited Super Stock 

6,500 

 Must follow WTPA rules
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